¿Qué te gusta hacer?
Unidad 1 Lección 1

Horizontal
4  to rest
9  to watch television
11 water
13 to do homework
15 to work
17 to run
20 to go for a walk
22 soft drink
24 to practice sports
29 to spend time with friends
30 to play the guitar
31 fruit

Vertical
1  to eat
2  to write e-mails
3  pizza
5  to drink
6  to draw
7  ice cream
8  to skateboard
10 french fries
12 to ride a bike
14 to talk on the phone
16 to rent a DVD
18 to learn Spanish
19 to listen to music
20 to prepare food
21 to play soccer
23 to study
25 to read a book
26 juice
27 to buy
28 cookie